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Symantec Ghost Boot CD contains Norton Ghost to back up and recover your system. Other than
Norton Ghost Free, Symantec offers a comprehensive single installation of Norton Ghost and also
includes Symantec Norton Ghost (Windows Server), Symantec Norton Ghost (Windows 7) and
Symantec Norton Ghost (Windows Vista). Symantec Norton Ghost (Windows Server) and Symantec
Norton Ghost (Windows 7) provides pre-integrated backup and recovery functionality with that
server's functionality. Symantec Norton Ghost (Windows Vista) is a standalone version of Norton
Ghost with a plug-in module for Microsoft Windows. Symantec Ghost offers a powerful feature set to
help you protect your PC from accidental or malicious loss of data. It backs up files and folders and
maintains a snapshot of your system at a specific point in time. You can choose to back up your hard
drive to a local portable drive, optical disc, server or Internet site. Once your backup is complete, you
can manually restore a protected PC to an earlier point in time by using the built-in Norton Ghost CD
recovery utility. You can also restore one or more protected PCs to an earlier point in time in order to
run pre-installed diagnostic tests (diagnostics will be carried out on the protected PC before
restoration). Virtual machine recovery tools, managed backup server capability, remote recover
capability and server-side application backup are further examples of Symantec’s superior recovery
capabilities. You can also restore from a media, such as a DVD or a ZIP drive. This product is used by
both businesses and individual PC owners. For businesses, Symantec Ghost provides powerful
protection that includes backup, recovery and management of any type of media. For PC owners,
Symantec Ghost provides software protection against viruses, spyware, adware, and malicious
software (malware). With Symantec Ghost, you can protect your PC from software security threats
and the loss of information.
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i have a new dell laptop, which came with vista home premium. i am having difficulty getting the
boot disk to load. in order to boot from the boot disk, i had to first load windows vista ultimate 64-bit
and then load the boot disk. i have tried to load the boot disk directly, but it never loads. i have also
tried to load the boot disk directly and it does not load either. the ghost solution suite 3.1 standard
tools includes a powerful boot disk-based deployment capability that enables system imaging using
a bootable cd or dvd. it has been optimized to work with the ghost solution suite 3.1 standard tools

and has been tested on multiple computers. this article details the method used by the ghost
solution suite 3.1 standard tools to create the boot media. the same technique can be used for
installation of ghost solution suite 3.1 enterprise tools, or any other imaging tool that provides

installation using a bootable media. the key is to use the ghost solution suite 3.1 standard tools (as
provided by symantec) to create the boot media, which will work with ghost solution suite 3.1
enterprise tools (as well as any other tool that can create a bootable media) and the ghostcast

server. the boot media creation, provided as part of the ghost solution suite 3.1 standard tools, will
also allow for any number of computers to be imaged at once, while still using only one ghostcast

server. this provides significant improvement over the current method of performing a single system
image, followed by manually booting each computer to the windows 10 installer. the ghost solution

suite 3.1 standard tools is comprised of the following programs: 5ec8ef588b
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